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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The word pediatrics is derived from the Greek word 
pais~ paidoa meaning child and iateria meaning treatment. 1 
i 
When pediat~ics as a specialty came into being in 1860 
the emphasia was upon the fact that diseases of children 
i 
were somew~t different from diseases of adults. 2 While 
it is difficult to establish the exact.date when pediatric 
i 
i 
nursing became a specialized area, it is evident that 
nursing phi.losophy was consistent with this early concept 
and gave ri~e to objectives which provid~d for learning 
I 
experiences ito aid the student in an understanding of the 
! 
etiology anq symptoms of disease and the treatments, pro~ 
. ) .. cedures, and routines necessary to restore the child to 
physical hecilth. Today the scope of pediatric nursing is 
i 
not limitedjto the restoration of physical health to the 
sick child but includes an understanding of the normal 
1TabJr, Clarence W. Taber's Cyclopedic Medical 
i 0 I D ctl.onacy. : 
2 i Jeans, P. C~, Wright, F. H.~ and Blake, F. G., 
Essentials Cf Pediatrics, p. 2. 
-1'-
growth.and. development of children and of their emotional 
and social needs in sickness and in health. Nursing 
educators who desire to select learning experiences in the 
care of children are guided by this change in emphasis 
from the disease and procedures to the understanding of 
children as growing and developing individuals with 
emotional and social as well as physical needs. 
Statement of the Problem 
At the suggestion of the Accrediting Service of the 
National League of Nut:sing, the faculty of uxn Hospital 
School of Nursing decided to explore the possibility of 
providing their students with learning experience in the 
care of children utilizing the clinical resources available 
in ''X" hospital. This was a $Urvey of the clinical re-
sources in ttxn Hospital to detePnine if they could provide 
satisfactory learning experience in the care of children 
for students i.n nx.n Hospital School of Nursing. 
"Purpose of the Study 
The pUrpose of this e'I;:Udy was to take the initial 
step in a long range plan to provide instruction in both 
the care of m.others and children in "X" Hospital~ 
.Justification of the Study 
The students at r'X" Hospital School of Nursing have 
experience in maternity nursing in the home school. The~ 
planned learQing experiences are based on a concept of 
,. 
i 
3 
family-centered maternity care and include acquaintance with 
the theory o~ natural childbirth~ observation in classes 
I . 
for expecta~t mothers, and experience in the care of mothers 
and infants ~o are reaping the benefits .from the "rooming-
in" philospphy .. 
AcceP:ting the definition of maternal and child 
health as, "the promotion, protection, and conservation of 
the.health qf mothers throughout the maternity cycle and of 
the child f~olll the prenatal period through adolescence," 3 
the faculty began to consider the relationship between the 
learning experiences in obstetrics and those in pediatrics. 
i 
The student~ currently recei.ve instruction in pediatric 
nursing thrJugh a twelve week experience at a children's 
I 
I hospital inian urban area. Since the faculty desired to 
l: provide mor~ unified learning in pediatric and obstetric 
I 
I 
nursing, itjseemed advisable to study the resources for the 
I 
I 
3Lantgan, B., "Maternal and Child Health,u 
mamics .2£. !Clinical Instruction in Instruction in Nursing 
ucation, ~dited 'by Gabig, M.. an<l"""Lanigan, B.> p. 135. 
care of chil.idren in "Xu Hospital to determine if it would 
be possible ,in this hospital to provide instruction in 
both these areas~ 
Scope and Limitations of the Studi 
This :study was done in a. general hospital with 241 
beds but wa~. limited to the pediatric unit providing care 
to the sickjchild, the formula room, and the childr,;n1 s 
[. 
i 
clinics in ~he out patient department. This study did not 
I· 
include an investigation of the community resources, 
additional instructional staff, or other factors that 
must be considered before students can be transferred from 
! 
their present learning experience in the care of children 
to that of nxn Hospital. 
Preview of !jethodology 
4 
The collection of data upon which to base an evalua-
1 
I 
I· 
tion of thejpotential of "Xn Hospital to provide learning 
I 
experience in the care of children was done by observation 
r 
of the clinical facilities in the pediatric service, formula 
I 
room and pe4iatric clinics, direct questioning of super-
1 
visors, charge~ and staff nurses in each area, the hospital 
administrat<j!rll assistant director o·f nursing service, and 
i 
the nurse in charge of the admitting office, use of "A Guide 
For Evaluating Child Care Facilities,"4 and ~nalyzing 
admission records,. Accepted principles and standards for 
a pediatric unit served as a basis for evaluating the 
resources for the care of children in "X" Hospital. 
Sequence of Presentation 
Chap~er II presents a review of the literature 
pertinent td the development of modern concepts of care 
of children !in hospitals. The methodology and description 
of the setti,ng of the study is given in Chapter III. This 
is followed ;!by an analysis and presentation of the data 
in Chapter IV. Chapter V presents the summary) states the 
conclusion drawn, and lists the recommendations made from 
the study~ 
4ctass of 1951~ Advanced Study in Pediatrics, 
Boston University. See Appendix A. 
I 
5 
I' 
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY 
Review of the Literature 
The broadening of the scope of pediatrics during tne 
I . 
,past thirty :years is largely due to the astounding progress 
i 
of medical ~cience and an inc:reased awareness of the rela~ 
' I 
tionship be#ween the concepts of psychiatry and the optimum 
care of c~ildren. 
In 1~88 when Dr. Thomas MQrgan Rotch was the first 
professor irl the newly organized department of pediatrics 
at Harvard Medical School, the emphasis of his teaching 
was on the diseases of children. 1 Four decades later the 
,, 
objectives for instruction in the care of children were 
still emerg:iLng from a disease centered philosophy and 
.-. I 
hospitalization for the child meant isolation from his 
parents 
limited 
suitably 
; 
and (from other children. Visiting hours were 
I . 
to once a week and then only if the parent were 
I 
i ga~bed in gown and mask. Restraints were freely 
I 
I 
i 
1 Jeanss P. c., Wright, F. H., and Blake, F. G.,. 
Essentials of Pediatrics, p. 1 
7 
used to protect the child from bodily injury. The care of 
children in 'a hospital revo~ved around the treatments and 
I 
procedures 9esigned to restore the acutely ill patient to 
physical he~lth~ The emotional needs of a child separated 
from his mot;her went~ for the most part, unmet. 
With ithe advent of antibiotics, specific medicines 
and prevent~ve measures, and increased knowledge in 
I 
psychiatry, /the diseases were better controlled and pedi-
atric care qroadened to include the emotional and social 
needs of the child. Pediatricians and nurses became aware 
that, uhosp~talization may be a major emotional experience 
for the chi1d~ ul With this awareness came an attempt to 
make the ho~ital more home~like and a happier place& On 
admission of the child parents were interviewed or given 
a questionaire3 to determine those thing.s to which the 
child had' been accustomed at home~ Such items as eating, 
sleeping, a~d toilet habits, number of children in the 
I 
family, how !'the child related to others, the name he was 
I 
I 
accustomed ~o being called, and the preparation for 
i 
I' 
;· 
,. 
j 
2Ame~ican Academy of Pediatrics, Committee on 
Hospitals artd Dispensaries., "The Care of Children in 
Hospitals,•• j'Pediatric 14: 403, October, 1954. 
i 
j ' . 
~unt, Andrew and Trus.sell, Ray .. , nThey Let Parents 
Help in Children~ s Care," Th.!. Modern Hpspital· 85: 90, 
September, 1955 .. 
8 
hospitalization were carefully investigated. 
The admission procedure was modified to meet the 
i 
child's nee&: for adjusting to the hospital situation, If 
I . • 
it seemed desirable the mother was allowed to undress the 
! 4 
child and p~t him to bed. She stayed with the patient as 
I 
I' 
long as rea~onably necessary for the child to accept 
hospitaliza~:ion and parent separation.. The nurse assigned 
li 
to the chil4 gave assistance to the mother in relation to 
i' 
what to tel~ the child when leavingp and the importance of 
i 
leaving som~ article of her own5 with him .• 
I 
Rest~ictions on visiting hours were lessened and 
daily visit~ with the child became accepted practice. 
I 
I 
Ther¢ was recognition of the child's need for play 
through planned play activities adjusted to fit the needs 
of the individual child as determined by his age, emotional 
development~ and degree of illness. 
In t'Qe interest of providing a warm, friendly, home ... 
I. 
I 
like atmospqere, the walls.were painted soft cheerful 
! 
colors, thelchild1 s food was served in dishes appropriately 
decorated, 'nd whenever possible the meal was served at a: .. 
I 
small table{ Every opportunity to establish normal, 
r. 
r. 4 hid1 · .!.__ .. , 
' 
p. 90 • 
5Robertson, James, Young Children !!! Hospital!:!., p. 81 
• 
friendly, relations with his peers and with adults was 
utilized in ~n effort to meet the social needs and to 
! 
i 
make the hospitalization as pleasant as possible~ 
I 
1: 
; 
I 
Inirecent years:~ however, substantial data 
have accUtnUlated indicating the.psychologically 
detrimental effects of the hospitalization of child--
ren for illness or surgical procedures. Although 
the exper~ence of being sick or undergoing the pain 
and discomfort of surgery is in itself traumatic, 
it has be~n felt that separation from the parent is 
the most ~ortant factor producing undesirable 
emotionallreaction.6 
! 
I 
This ~ndesirable emotional reaction appears as a 
sequence of hospitalization. 
I 
I 
In! the past twenty years or so there has 
been growJng concern in the minds of psychiatrists 
and some pediatricians, and their colleagues in 
social wot"k and nursing, with the problems of be-
havior in:hospitalized children, and with the fre .... 
quency wi~ which such children show a ~hange of 
personali"PY after a stay ;ln a hospital.J 
Accorfns to Prugh8 a~d others:J it was principally 
the younger ~hildren who continued to show significant 
I 
i' 
disturbance ~ter hospitalization~ Gon.cerning this 
! 
I 
i 
6Hunt1 Andrew and Trussel~ Ray, ~· cit., p .. 89. 
l 
·7 1. B.obe'ftson, James~ 2£ .. £!:!:.~ Forward VI by 
Milton J. E" jSenn~ · 
1: I· 
8Ibidf,, p~ 15. 
I 
9 
10 
James Robertson writes, 
Fo~ most children~nder four years it is our 
observatipn that no amount of love and understanding 
will makei up for the absence of the mother. When 
doctors r~alize how inextricably the emotional wel-
fare is bpund up with the physical welfare, pro• 
visions will ~e made for a parent to stay with the 
hospitalized child. If only in the interest of 
physical well-being, a consideration of the child's 
emotiona~ needs must eventually take precedence over 
rules, scpedules, and the polish on the floor.9 
I 
i 
Dail~ visiting hours are inadequate for children 
I~ ., 
' under two years~ 
~e fact that a two-year•old.•settles down' under 
daily visiting is no more evidence of his well~being 
than the !fact that he •settles down' under weekly visit ... 
ing. If ~daily visiting were adequate the children 
would not show distress during visits an.d afterwards, 
and would not be distrubed in their behavior when they 
return hdme~ But they do sh~lf distrf)ss, and they are 
disturbeq in later behavior. 
The ideal situation in many instances is for the 
mother to stay in the hospi.tal with the child. "The next 
best thing to the mother's being in the hospital with her 
child is oficourse unrestricted visits by the mother, 
I 
during which, she tends him as she would at home." 11 
I 
I 
! 
9 . ; 16. Ibid., P~ 
- !' 
10Ibid., P• 82. 
11Rob~rtson, James, 22• cit., p. 76 .. 
Ma~y hospitals are now considering adapta ... 
tation ofi physical facilities, seryices, and pro-
cedul='es sb that mothers can stay Wl.th and care 
, for their: children as much as possible. When this 
is done, ~ffective supervision by the prof?SSiona1 
staff is p.ecessary .. l2 
i 
11 
From the above it is evident that the trend in the 
care of children today is to broaden the scope of pediatrics 
to include P!arent guidance as well as an understanding of 
! 
the princip~es of child care~ In such a situation where 
visiting is !determined by the child9s need and the parent's 
I 
I 
ability to dooperate, the nurse needs an understanding of 
I 
the behavior. of children and an awareness of the possible 
I 
problems of !parent ... child relationships and their effect upon 
the indivi~al sick child.. When the parent has the ability 
I 
to cooperat~ and the parent-child relationship is good~ the 
parents ·have assisted by feeding the child, washing face 
! 
and hands ot giving of the bath as desired, and holding the 
child if the condition warrants~ In keeping with this 
I 
t;n<>dern conc$pt of pediatric care~ parent education exhibits 
' I 
expl.iining.*oys for children in the hospitals, books for 
!: 
I· 
children, t~e well balanced diet, and the general care of 
i 
I' 
the healthy i:child cari be placed in out patient department I, 
·' 
i 
12Am~rican Academy of Pediatrics, .22.· £!!.•, p~, 403., 
12 
waiting rooms and on the pediatric unit~ 
The broadening scope of pediatrics has changed the 
approach to the instruction in care of children given to 
student nurses~ The ward teaching program is now centered 
on nursing care needs of the child as determined by 
knowledge of parent•child relationships, knoWledge of child 
growth and devel()pment, the reaction of the child to 
specific ill~ess 1 and the nurse's responsibility in provid• 
.• j· 
I 
ing the kincJ of care necessary to aid the child in recover ... 
I 
I 
i ing as quickly as possible~ Experience coordinating the 
hospital and the extra hospital services is obtained by 
participati1g in the discharge preparation of a child who 
needs care qy the public health nurse to whom he is di-· 
rected by a irefenal system which gives detailed informa-
tion relating to problems of his nursing care. The experi• 
ence in the .care of children is no longer confined to the 
hospital and the sick child but includes the community 
resources tct gain knowledge of the growth and development 
of the well !child. 
I 
; . 13 While studies have been done on various aspects 
I 
of modern pJdiatric care~ none relating to the physical 
l3prJgh, Dane G·., et al, "A study of the Emotional 
Reactions o:f! Children and Families to Hospitalization and 
Illness," American Journal of Orthopsachiatry 23:70•106, 
January, 19~3; Goarrey, A. E. ~ "A Stu y of Nursing Care 
Designed toiAssist Hospitalized Children and Their Parents 
facilities of a pediatric u~it seemed pertinent. This 
study is an ~valuation of nxn Hospital ~n terms of its 
potential fo~ providing a learning experience in the care 
of children for student nurses~ lbe evaluation is based 
upon the degree to which the physical facilities, the 
available clinical experience, and the qverall hospital 
policies provide an environment in Which student nurses 
' 
could learn ;to give the kind of care to children that is 
'. 
demanded by !the broadening scope of pediatrics ·.described 
i 
i in the liter~ture. 
! 
in Their Separation," Nursing Research 4 No. 2: 52-69~ 
October, 19,5; United States Public Health Service, the 
Hospital Fadilities Section and United States Department 
of Labor~ Children's Bureau, the Division of Research 
in Child De'\telopment, "A Type Plan for a Pediatric 
Hospital Untt/" Reprinted from Pencil Points-Progressive 
Architecture 45:67~69, August, 1945. 
13 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
Setting of the Study 
'fh.fa p~diatric unit consisting of twenty-five beds 
waa ded;l,cated at nx.n Hosp:Lta1 in 1928. During the 
calendar year 1958 it was occupied at the rate of 94 per 
cent ap.d t:hel need for more beds and better facilities was 
acute. Therefore~ in July 1959 a renovation period will 
begin and the completion of a forty•one bed unit is 
anticipated within ten weeks, The out patient department 
in which th~· pediatric and crippled children»· s clinics 
are held wa~: built in 19 58 and the formula room is located 
: 
in the new obstetrical unit 'Which was opened during the 
I 
same year. 
Tools Used to Collect Data 
In 1~51 the class in Adv~~d Study of Pediatrics 
I 
at Boston uqiversity School of Nursing prepared "A Guide 
For Evaluat~ng Child Care Facilities .. u1 During a three 
1App~ndix A'"' 
I 
I 
.... 14 ... 
15 
day observation period data in the pediatric unit, the 
' 
formula roam~ and the pediatric clinic of the out patient 
i 
department w~re collec:ted arid recorded on the guide .. 
I 
In 19S4. the American Academy of Pediatrics2 made a 
report in which several principles for setting up a pediat• 
ric service were given.. A compilation of many of these 
may be found: in Appendix B and served as a basis for the 
evaluation of the data collected during the studyt 
Procurement of Data 
The Architect.l.iral Drawing of the Future Pediatric 
Unit was obtained from the program of the Guild Gaiet1es3 
the proceeds from which will be given by· the Women's Guild 
' 
of ":Jf'Hospit._l to facilitate the l:'enovations. 
Since 1 "not uncommonly, the simplest and most 
economical m¢thod for obtaining facts is to go directly 
to the peopl~ who a...ee in a position to know them and to 
i 
ask for the aesired informationlt4 this method was used in 
I 
2Amer~can Academy of Pediatrics, Committee on 
Hospitals ana Dit:Jpensaries, "The Care of Children in 
Hospitals,'* l»ediatrics, 14:401 ... 4-19 2 October, 1954. 
i 3A Ho~pital and Co,mmunity Talent Musical Show,. 
I 
4 I . Jaho8a, M .. ) Deutch, M,. • and Cook~ s., Research 
Methods in sbcial Relations, ~ One: Basic Processes, 
p. 160.- -
16 
the procurement of data concerning the future pediatric 
unit. Conferences were held with the hospital administratox 
for this purP<>se ~. As a supplement to the three day observa-
i . ' 
tion period ln the clinical areas similar conferences were 
held with the assistant director of nursing service, the 
nurse in charge of the admitting office, the supervisor 
in the out patient department, the personnel in the formula 
1 
room, and th(! head nurse and. staff on the pediatric unit 
in order to complete the items suggested by *'A Guide For 
Evaluating Child Care Facilities .. " 
Data concerning the per cent occupancy for the 
fiscal year 1957 and 1958 were proc~ed from the office of 
the hospital: administrator, The daily average census for 
the calendar year 1958 was procured from the nursing 
office. The:admission records were kept on McBee Keysort 
cards in the; record room~ These cards were sorted by month 
I 
and all admi$sions for tonsillectomies removed, counted, 
and placed in age groups. The remaining cards were sorted 
i 
according toj the .sex .of the child, and tabulated by di.s-
' 
tribution of [ age and the length of stay. The average lengtt 
! 
' 
of stay for ~he year was then calculated. The cards were 
again combinfd and separated according to the diagnoses 
represented .. ! The classifications of admissions by diagnosif 
and the condttions placed in each classification may be 
! 
'· 
found in App~ndix C. 
17 
The r$quirements for a learning experience in pedi-
atric nursing were procured from the literature. The ra~ I . 
qUirements o£ the Massachusetts Approving Authority and 
! 
some documented suggestions for cufriculum content may be 
found in Appendix B. 
' I 
I 
I' 
' 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
In th~s chapter the data is presented in the follow-
I 
ing sequence~ physical facilities, personne1 5 nurse-child ... 
i 
pa1:ent relat .. onsbips, and clinical experience., The format 
of presentation will con.sist of documented standards ·and 
. i 
i 
principles £91lowed by the findings of this study. 
! 
J Physical Facilities 
I 
I· . 
Ifia hospital accepts.children as patients, 
facilitie~ separate from adult patients should be· 
made avai~ableo 
! 
A pediatric service to fun~ ... tion should in• 
clude a minimum of 12 to 15 beds.l 
I i' 
Peijiatric Nursing experience of twelve weeks 
was consiaered adequate on a service of ZS patients 
or more •. 21 
! 
·~ : 
' 
1Amerkcan Academ~ of Pediatrics, Committee on Hospi~ 
tals and Dispensarie~1 'The Care of.Children in Hospitals," 
'Pediatrics 14: 402, 4U5!) 408, October, 1954~ 
2west~ M~, and Hawkins) C~ ~ Nursi11g Schools at the 
Jrtidc.entury, p... 37.. -- -
I 
•·18-
.... 
19 
In general~ the g~ouping of patients in a 
children's ward by age is preferable to grouping by 
diagno si. s. 
Patients admitted for 24-hour stay should not 
be placed in rooms with other hospitalized children .. 
When $everal children are admitted for a short 
period ...... suoh as for tonsillectomi.es or minor sur• 
gical procedures .,.... for overnight stay, they may be 
placed in a multiple bed room. · 
Oxygen outlets in patients• rooms ,.._ in spite 
of additional expense in construction -... are an 
obvious advantage~ 
Mechanical suction should be readily available 
throughout the pediatric unit~3 
Figure 1, The Architectural Drawing for the Future 
I'ediatric Unit, represents a forty-one bed unit in which 
. 
the infants from birth to two years will be cared for in 
' the nursery. The flexibility of the facilities in other 
parts of the ward will pexmit tha grouping of the chil<iren 
according to age~ Since thirty .. five per cent of all the 
admissions during the fiscal year, 19.57-1958 consisted of 
children staying overnight and having tonsillectomies~ a 
T. and A. room will be provided to facilitate separate 
placement for this group.. ~ fog or high humidity -;room. 
will be available for the children with respiratory 
414. 
3American Academy of Pediatrics, .2.2.• ~· ~ pp. 412)1 
e e 
PRELIMINARY ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING 
NEW BARBARA KEITH BUILDING 
FLOOR PLAt! 
Figure I. The Architectural Drawing for the 
Future Pediatric Unit in "X'1 Hospital 
-~ 
Nl 0 
~j 
conditions. lin addition every patients' room will be 
I 
equipped with oxygen outlets and wall suction .. 
children not only need protection from cross 
infectionJbut, from a psychological standpoint. they 
need to. b~ in the company of other children in sur-
r<?undin.g s 1 as cheer. ful and homelike as pospital condi ... 
t1.ons will permit. . . 
,, 
"Each room will contain a lavatory so that physicians 
and nurses may wash their bands before and after caring for 
each child~ There will be a two· bed isolation unit for the 
care of chilpren who at'e under observation for communicable 
' 
conditions., 1: 
I 
In thb two open wards partitions glazed with clear 
glass above ~he matt~ess.level will be constructed so that 
i 
children may/ see one another and the nurses may see the 
children at ~ll times.. Washable curtains are planned for 
use to secur~ privacy when desired... Each child' s cubicle 
I 
will be so arranged that individualized care may be given. 
' ' 
There will ble a crib of suitable size and a bedside table 
i 
for storage ,bf utensils used in his care~ The upper por• 
i 
tion of this table will be usee as a place for hfm to keep 
his favorite. toy.. No provision for the storage of the 
:: 
4uni~ed States Public Health Service, the Hospital 
Facilities S~etion and United States Department of Labor5 
Children's ~ureau, The Division of.Research in Child · 
Development,! "A Type Plan for a Pediatric Hospital Unit, H 
Reprinted f~om Pencil Points•Frogressive Architecture. 
August, 1945. · 
child's clot~es bas· been planned and it is expected that 
. I 
i 
the parents ~11 take them home.. Throughout the patient 
area the walls will be painted in soft cheerful colors. 
I 
: 
There will be a bathroom with flush and washbowl scaled to 
size for children and a medium sized tub for those Whose 
condition warrants the use of this roQD1. 
The nurses 4 station should be situated prefer-
ably within the unit to save as many steps as possible 
and be so. placed that easy access is possible to the. 
rooms with the $ickest children and infants. 
A utility room centrally located should be pro .... 
vided for: each nursing unit • 
.A ~eparate room should be set up for examina"" 
tion and treatment .. 
I 
Th~ treatment room should be located as far away 
as possible front patients• rooms~ 5 
The plan for the renovated unit was made with a view 
to facilitating the nurses' W'ork.. For this reason service 
rooms will be centrally located in the unit. The nurses' 
i 
station wil~ be so placed that she will be near the nursery 
and the ope~ wards which will be $eparated from her by 
glass partitfions~ She will be able to observe the chi.ldren 
! 
in these al:'~as and foot travel between the nurses' station 
and the gre,test number of chil~e.n will be reduced to a 
414. 
I 
i 
5 Ame~ican Academy of Pediatr:i.cs ~ g,e_. cit. ; pp. 413, 
i· 
' 
minimum. Adjacent to the nurses• station will be the 
I 
utility roomland the floor kitchen. The treatment room~ 
; 
' . for obvious teasons !J will be placed as far as praoticable 
from the patient areas. 
Arrangements for handling the food~service 
must be provided by means of central tray service 
or floor pantt:i.es~ 
The hospital should provide for the super ... 
vision of di~ts under a qualified dietician and 
preferably one who has had training in understanding 
children. 
Setving the child familia~ foods in colorful 
dishes at! a small tablg makes the hospital seem a 
little moFe like home. 
' 
The.d!tets will be prepare<! in the main kitchen 
under the SuPervision of a qualified dietician. The food 
will be taken to the ward in a heated truck and the trays 
set up in the floor kitchen by a registered nurse. Cur-
rently an ineomplete set. of children's dishes .of nursery 
i· 
rhyme patte* is supplemented by regular hospital dishes .• 
I 
I 
The practiceiof having additional favors and tray decora ... 
tions fo-r holiday seasons and special cakes for birthdays 
will continue in the new unit. The representatives from 
the dietary 1department will continue to vi.sit the ward to 
I L 
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i 6Ame~ican Academy of Pediatrics, 5!1!,·- cit~, pp. 409, 
411, 414~ 
,, 
dete~ine thf needs, likes, and dislikes of the children 
i 
and to give ~courasement to the child who may be on a f ' . . 
I 
special d:Let4 The evening meal will continue to be 
. i 
served around the small table in the open ward and those 
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who are up a~d about will be encouraged to eat there whi.le 
some of the smaller children will ea.t in the high chairs 
nearby. The nurses will continue to hold some of the 
younger children while feeding them. 
Al~ hospitals providing maternity or pediatric 
services shall provide a well ventilated and well 
lighted fi,)rmula room which shall be adequately super• 
vised and:used ~elusively for the preparation of 
formulas! l · 
I 
Th~ fonnula room should be situated where 
danger ofi contamination is least; and where the most 
supervisibn ean be given by a dietician or nurse! 
It should be located near the nursery, near the gen ... 
eral diet kitchen~ or nea1: central supply room.. · 
I~ris l':'ecommended that the formula room be 
divided i:P.to two sections by a full•length partitionJ 
in which there ts a sliding window~ Such a division 
permits the exclusive use of one section as a cleanup 
r_oom :for teceiving and was_ hi. n_ g glassware 6 nipples, and 
utensils;!and_of the other section for preparation.t 
terminal heating and storage of fonnulas and special 
fluids~ · 
The supe"t"Visor of . the fo7:mUla room ~slmu.JJdl have 
had special training in formula preparation and in 
sterili_zat_ i. on procedures. ·she shoul_· d train and_ super~ 
vise all fonnula room personnel~ Workers in the 
formula . r9om should have no contact with patients who 
have infe~tious conditions~ 
Ini hospitals where the formula preparation does 
not requite the full time services of a .nurse. or < 
dietician~ the remainder of her working day may be 
$pent in ~ome olean area. such as the central supply 
room, '.t'eg\llar newborn nurseries, or diet kitchen~ 
Formula r()om personnel should wear scrub gowns and 7 I capso · ,, 
I 
: 
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The ·fo~la.s for the pediatric unit are prepared 
:in the formula room located near the nurseries in the 
obstetrical department¥ This cOOipact, well lighted, 
adequately ventilated reom has an approximate floor space 
of fifteen by eleven feet. The dirty area for receiving 
and washing $1assware, nipples, and utensils is near the 
: 
door and acc~ssible without actual entrance into the 
formula room~ While there is no full length partition 
I 
between the dirty and clean areas they are definitely 
treated as akparate units* 'l'he number of formulas varies 
with the neeifls of the maternity and pediatric .services 
but ranges between one hundred and twenty to two hundred 
a day. The following equipment. is arranged for maximum 
efficiency, ~n autoclave, a wash sink~ a work table, a 
; 
refrigerator~ cupboards, and a scrub sink.. The formulas 
I 
used in the nurseries are kept in a cooler which is 
accessible fJ'om the corridor as well as from the formula 
i 
room and thet'efore makes it unnecessary for anyone except 
7 
,Amerli.ean Academy of Pediatrics, Standards and 
RecommendatiQns .for Hospital Care of Newborn Infants 
Full Term an~ P'remature, pp.. n-;-2'1: 
the formula room personnel to enter the room. The 
formulas used by the pediatric unit are stored in the 
refrigerator on that unit. 
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The formula room is under the direct supervision 
of the graduate nurse in the nurseries who trained and 
supervises the nurse aide Who spends her time either in 
the preparation of formulas or in the central supply room. 
Anyone entering the formula :room is required to wear a 
clean gown and head gear~ All personnel have pre~ 
employment physical examinations and annual chest x ... rays .• 
Personnel 
The most effective functioning staff for a 
pediatric servic.e is organized with a permanent 
phys.ician ... in.,..chief to provide continuity in policy 
and operation of the service~ 
Every hospital regardless of size, should 
have on its nursing staff at least one nurse with 
preparation a.nd experience in the care of children. 
who can be responsible for the instruction of other 
nurses, . workers, and mothers who may care for child• 
ren or infants in the hospital. . 
ln many hospitals auxiliary nursing ~ersonnel 
may supplement the professional nursing staff in 
furnishing the services needed by children. It is 
necessat'y that the hospital provide them with special 
training for the duties they are to perform under 
the supervision of the nurse i.n charge. 
All pe-rsonnel working with children in the 
hospital should receive special orientation and 
J 
training to understand children • ..,. their growth~ 
their development~ and their behavior.. . 
lnsetvice training and orientation of all 
personnel working with chilgren or having contact 
with children should be provided in every hospital. 
There is need for gradu~te nurses to have 
continued opportunity for additional training and 
experience in the care of childreno 
There should be adequate graduate nurse 
coverage in the pediatric service at all times with 
supervision by nurses trained not only in pediatrics 
but ~n t~e clinical specialties represented in the 
serv1.ce. 
At the present time the pediatric service is or--
ganized with a permanent physician~in•chief in charge. 
There i a. no nurse w::L th advanced preparation in the care 
of children~ There are auxilla:l:'y nursing personnel who 
supplement the care given by the professional nursing 
staff~ No special orientation and training are given 
to the personnel in the understanding o£ children, their 
growth,. their development:t and their behavior.. There is 
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no inservice education for any level of worker. A graduate 
nurse is pre,sent in the pediatric unit at all times .. 
8American Academy of Pediatrics, Committee on 
Hospitals and Dispensaries, .22.• cit., pp .•. 405, 407, 409, 
416, 418. 
Nurse ... Child ... Parent Rela.tionshie 
The atmosphere of the pediatric unit should be 
as homelike as possible -- relaxed, friendly, and 
infoPita.l. · · 
It is most important to the child, to be as 
much as possible und~r the Q.are of the same nul:'se~ 
It is important that eveey nurse serving child ... 
ren, in addition to her knowledge of diseases in 
children, should comprehend their normal growth and 
development and shoul.d understand the emotional impact 
o£ hospitalization upon. the child and his parents .. 
Occup.ational therapy shou~d be provided for all 
children who must remain hospitalized for more than a 
few days~ 
If a child must remain in a hospital for a 
prolonged period and his illness is such. that school 
work is possible, adequate educatioual opportunity 
should be p~ovided in the hospital*~ 
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From Octobex 1957 through September 1958 the per 
cent occupancy on the pediatric sel:Nice ranged from 76 to 
116. A morning visit to thi$ congested ward gave the 
impression of tension and frustration on the part of those 
attempting to give complete nursing care to the child. 
Patient assigmnent was geared as much toward getting the 
work done as toward the child's having one nurse give him 
most of his care.. However, a SUJNey of the unit during 
. 
9tbid., pp. 407, 410 ~ 411. 
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map t~e indicated a quiet place darkened by drawn shades ... 
The silence was broken by an occasioruil child calling, 
"Nurse, Nurse,.n (No call bells were in use at the time of 
this study'!) .Just prior to the aftet:noon visiting hours 
the ward bristled with activity as the auxillary and 
graduate pe:t"sonnel went from crib to crib calling the 
children by name, getting the olde~ ones into high chairs 
and wheel chairs where they could observe television, moving 
cribs into the line of the screen, feeding the infants, and 
making ready fox the time when, from the nursing staffts 
point of view, there would be just too many people in too 
small an area, and following which it would take some time 
to restore the quiet of the nap hou~l 
There was no play roQm and no planned play program, 
but a few extra toys were stored in a paper bag in the 
inner portion of the nurses 1 station. Now and again one 
of the graduate nur.ses came in to sea if there was one that 
would be useful to one of the children she thought needed 
something lllOre than was stored at his bedsideo 
It is recogni~ed that infants and younger 
children need their mothers and that separation is 
not desirable when this can be preventedjf 
Mothers can be of help tQ the hospital and a 
benefit to the child by assisting in the care of 
their children in the hospital; and when the 
presence.of the mother is good for the child, her 
assistance should be encouragedj 
Participation by mothera in the hospital 
routine, however, should not be attempted unless 
it can be appropriately organized and supervised .. 
Parent teaching is a very important function 
of the px-ofessional staff engaged in the care of thild-
ren, and space should be p1;ovided fo't' it~ 
'· 
· ·Every pediatric unit. should have recrea.tional 
apace for children to en.joy srou.p p. l.Lay and to have 
their meals at tables with other children when they 
be up and about,; 10 · · 
While the mother will be allowed to accompany the 
child from the admitting office to the ward, if current 
admission practicew~ai·1l.s# it is unlikely that she will 
be encouraged to undress him or to remain until he i& 
willing tc:> accept hospitalization and parent separation. 
Dai.ly visiting will be permitted and the mothers will be 
encouraged to bring into the hospital the child's favorite 
toy and to hold him if his condition warrants it. Mothers 
will not, however~ be expected to give any other care to 
their childl:'ent There will be tWQ semi-private rooms 
located near the treatment room.; away from the central 
activity of the ward, which may be used either by very 
sick children who require a quiet area or by a parent and 
a child tn a rooming .. in set.ting.. This practice will be 
permitted rather than encouraged and determined by the 
10American Academy Pediatrics.; £2.· ill.•, pp. 403, 
408:~ 411, 414. 
child's need and the parent• s desi:te to be with the 
child. 
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ln the present plan there is no provision for space 
where parents and doctors could hold a consultation in 
privacy or students and instructor could hold a ward confer .. 
ence. No pro'V"ision has been made for a playroom~. There 
will be a small table and chairs and a television set in 
the open ward._ 
It is desirable that the plan of treatment 
during convalescence have continUity with the therapy 
given· the patient in the acute phase of hils illness. 
The responsibility . for arranging for sui. table 
cgnvalescent care or facilities devolves in a measure 
upon the hospital accepting a child for treatment at 
the acute stage of an. illness.ll 
The type of patient cared for on the pediatric 
unit seemed to be $uch that there was little need for 
referral to extra hospital. service. There was no es.tab• 
lished referral system and the arrangements needed by the 
occasional patient were made through the cooperative effort 
of the charge nurse and the personnel in the admitting 
office~ 
Any hospital which has an organized pedi .... 
atric service must give serious consideration to 
11Amerioa.n Academy of Pediatt'ics~ · OJl. cit., p. 405. 
t ·. 
making its ancillary and p~fessional services 
available to ambulatory patients.L2 
The following clinics in the out-patient depart-
ment of "X0 Hospital were most commonly attended by 
·childrent pediatric, crippled. children, orthopedic, 
' 
suttgical, and eye~ aar, nose, and throat. Attendance at 
all clinics was by appointment and the mothers and child-
ren were not just so many numbers but were expected 
visitors who waited their turn in a large well lighted, 
well ventilated, waiting room~> Thelie was an ample supply 
of lollipops but other than that no effort was made to 
amuse the children or allay the restlessness while they 
waited. When their turn came the family was summoned 
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by name rather than by number and dhe children talked with 
as if they were old friends of the doctors and nurses. 
The parent was referred to as Mother or '~ommy" • The 
clinics were conducted by physi.eians with interns working 
under their guidance.. The out ... patient rooms were well 
equipped and there was opportunity for good parent-nurse..,. 
child relationship in this area. 
12tbid. ' p. 404~ 
-
·e 
The scope of the service to be undertaken by 
the hospital must be defirtnined in the light of the 
needs of the community. · . . 
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"X" Hospital served the community by admitting 1743 
children to the peniatrie unit from October 1957 through 
September 1958~ Figure 2 and Table 1 inc.iicate that the 
patients seemed to be almost evenly distributed among 
those having a tonsillectomy t the ill infant, and the 
children with conditions ather than diseased tonsils~ 
The daily average patient census for the calendar 
year, 1958# ranged from 20 .. 9 in .August to 291'5 in 
February and is shown in detail in Table 2. The average 
length of hospitalization for all admissions exclusive of 
tonsillectomy was 6 ~ 44 days. Since approximately thirty-
five per cent of the admissions wel:e :tn the latter group, 
the length of hospitalization for the entire census tends 
to be less than six days... Table 3 indicates 44· per cent 
of all admissions stayed two days and 15 per cent of 
admissions excluding tonsillectomies were.ho:.spitalized only 
two days. 
It is desirable that children up to 12 or 16 
years of age ,...., .at least """" be cared foi5in the pedi-atric unit under the pediatric service"' 
13American Academy of Pediatrics, .22• cit,., p.. 404. 
14tbid., p. 408. 
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TABLE 1 
. 
' 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION OF ADMISSIONS BY DISEASE CONDITION 
OCTOBER 1957 ... SEPTEMBER 1958 
Diagnoses Sept~· ·nee.,~ Mat'~ ... June ... Total .. Nov~ Feb~ May Aug • 
I 
Tonsillectomy 150 ! 159 138 164 611 
}tespiratory 46 75 82 55 258 
Gastrointestinal 30 32 40 40 142 
Eye, Eax-, Nose 
and Throat 33 19 30 41 123 
Orthopedic 21 18 20 33 92 
e Neurological 14 12 .20 27 73 
Diarrhea 10 19 27 11 67 
' 
Accidents 19 9 16 14 58 
Hernia. 17 .. 14 9 15 55 
Skin 12 3 6 9 30 
Genital 9 5 6 4 24 
Urinary 5 2 7 6 20 
Burns 3 
' 
3 5 3 14 
Other ;]() 47 21 38 11Ei 
Totals 4.3:g: 41..1' 42:]l 460 1743 
e 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
e e 
TABLE 2 
DAlLY AVERAGE CENSUS OF PEDIATRIC UNIT 
JANUARY ... DECEMBER 1958 
Jan... I Feb •. I Mar •. I Apr ... I May I June I July I Aug,. ISept,. I o·ct. I Nov •. I Dec ... 
28.2 I 2.9.51 25 .. 11 23~9 127."81 25 I 23 .• 09120"'9 l2lo5 I 21 .• 1 I 23 .• 11 23 .. 4 
e 
<) 
w 
0'1 
I I . 
Pays 
1 
2 
3 
4 
• 5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
/ 
12 
13 
14 
More 
than 
14 \. Totals 
TABLE· 3 
LEW'Jll OF STAY ON PEDI.ATRIP UNIT 
OCTOBER 1957 ... , SEPTEMBER 1958 
Per Cent of Total Admissions 
Including T ... & A. Excluding T.., 
4~4 6 .. 8 
44 •. 0 15._0 
8~.1 12.3 
7~.5 11..5 
7 •. 2 11.0 
6._2 9.6 
4~4 6.8 
4.0 6 •. 1 
2 ... .5 3.8 
a •. u 3.0 
1 • .4 2.3 
1~4 2.3 
0.9 1.5 
0 ... 9 1,_5 
5 •. 3 6~_5 
100~. 100. 
·-~·-·· . .--;~ 
& A .. 
The admi$s1cn.s represented all groups from the 
newborn through thirteen yeat=s of age.. Figure 3 shows 
the .di,stribution o£ patients in the pediatric ward classi-
fied according to age groups:t the infants, 0-2 years~ 
the p;oeschool child, 3·5 years:t the school childt 6-10 
years~ and the preadolescen~,. llwl3 years.. Table 4 indi.,.. 
cates the manner in which these age groups are distributed 
throughout the seasons of the year'* 
Other 
• e • 
TABLE.4 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION OF PATIENTS ADMITrED TO THE PEDIATRIC WARD 
CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO AGE GROUPS 
OCTOBER 1957 •· SEPTEMBER 19.58 
Seasons 
o .. ,... 2 years ·· 3 ... 5 years 
.. 
6 "" 10 years ll • 13 years 
T.or & A:. I Other IT~ & AJ> l Other: JT"' & A. ·I Other IT.. & A.~ I Other 
Sept9 - Nov.$ 14 121 65 J 73 I 59 t 78 I 12 I 17 
Dec .. .... F¢b"' 6 147 66 44 82 f 58 I 5 I 9 
Mar .• 
- M~y 4 156 60 47 66 75 8 11 
June - Aug. 6 115 61 69 90 86 1 26 
Totals 30 539 252 233 297- 297 32 63 
~ 
CHAPTER V 
SlH1ARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
SUmmary 
Tbis study was done in nxu Hospital to determine 
its potential for providing learning experience in the 
care of children for the students in the school of nursing 
associated with this hoepital. 
During the past year •txu Hospital has built a new 
out ... patient. building, op~ned a new obstetrical unitt and 
is about to star.t compitt!be renovation of the pediatric 
unit'!! It is a busy:J progressive~ and vecy much alive 
hospital that is very rapidly changing from a small to a 
much larger unit~ The physical facilities in the pediatric 
unit will provide for the grouping of children aeeording 
t() age, isolation of the children under observation for 
communicable disease, separate :room for the eare of pa""' 
tients with tonsilleetQmies, a fog ro0111 for the treatment 
of respiratory conditions ll and two open wards for the care 
of older children!! Each room will be equipped with oxygen 
outlets, wall suction, and lav~tories •. The nurses' 
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station and service rooma are. centrally located and the 
treatment room is removed front the main pat·ient area~ No 
provision has been ma.de for a consultation rOQI!l fot:' doctor ... 
parent~ nurse-parent~ or instruotol:' ... student u::;e.. There 
l'dll not be a playroom~ The open porch t:emoved. during the 
renovations will not be replaced!' 
There is friendly.i intel:.'ested~ and coopet:ative gradu~ 
ate nurse ewerage. in th~ pediatric unit at all ·times" 
There are auxillary personnel to supplement the care given 
by professional nurses. The'.t"e is no nurse in the area with 
advanced preparation in the cate of children and there is 
no inservioe education program. 
'!'he admission procedu-res do, not seem to encourage ... 
the parent to remain with the eb11d as long as reasonably 
necessary to permit the child to accept hospitalization and 
parent separation;., There are daily visiting hours~ the 
parents do bring into the hospital the eb.ildts favorite 
toy, and some effort is made on the. part of the nurses to 
_ question the parents conce't'ning likes., di.slikes, and habits 
of the children.. The parents may hold the patient but are 
not encout:age~ to participat.e in any additional eare of the 
· child such as. feeding or bath:tng him:~ In the new pediatric 
unit rooming•in will be permitted but.not encouragedw 
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.At the time of this study the ward was congested 
and the nursing personnel seeme4 to be under tension and 
frustration~ No child was assigned to a single nurse for 
complete care and the WO't'k ol:'ganization appeared to be 
designed with as much considexoation being given to the 
completion of the work load as. to the individualized care 
of the child~ The pCl'sonnel seemed interested in the 
children and within the limits .of the time, spaee 11 and 
equi~ment provided~ attempted to meet the emotional and 
social needs of the ch~ld by celebrating his birthday, 
decorating his tray~t allowing him to eat with others 
around a small table,. calling him by name, locating hi.s 
toys, adjusting his crib or cll.ait' so he could watch the 
television.~ and attempting to comfort him during his 
separation from home and mother by worda, smiles, and 
auch de.eda as ho14ing him and seeking to clivert his atten ... 
tion from his problem to a more pleasant. idea or object,. 
The admissions were·rept:esentative of all age 
groups and at no time during. the yeal' was there an ab .. 
sence of any cue of them. The disease conditions did not 
include the unusual which require the attention of a 
specialist~ since these tend to be refetted to the 
children•s hospitals·in Boston. The types of illness were 
evenly distributed throughout the year so that sampl-ing 
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Qf nearly all of them was possible in each season of the 
year. The length of hospi ta.lization tended to be six days 
or leas~ 
The formula room is located in the Qbstetrical unit, 
is supervised by a graduate nux:se who trained the nurse 
a.id in formula preparation and in steri.lization procedures. 
';).here is provision for separat:i.on of the dirty and clean 
areas, for the preparation of fonmlas using clean tech"'f 
nique~. for. refrig.eration of the f.o:rmulas, and for washing 
and sterilization of bottles and nipples after use. 
The out patient department maintains clinics .for 
the care of children. which are conducted by qualified 
physicians assisted by internes" The unit is new, the 
equipment is modern, and in suffiQient amount. There is 
family-centered emphasis in the clinic.s and there seems 
to be available experience. in the nurse ... parent-child 
relationship in this at"ea. 
Conclusion 
The potential of nxu: Hospital in terms of its 
usefulness in providing a learning experience in the care 
of children for student nuraes is determined by the phil ... 
osophy of the faculty concerning what: kind of care they 
believe should be given. If the faculty desires to prepare 
nurses to give only adequate physi.eal care, the hospital 
appears to be now ready to offer learning e:gperience to 
students. If, however, the faculty accepts the concepts 
of modern pediatric nursing and believes that students~ 
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in addition to being able. to give physical care~ mould 
have experience in the nurse..,parent..-child relationship and 
b~ prepared to recognize and, to .a beginni.ng degree~ meet 
the emotional and social needs of the child, then consider,.. 
ation should be given to delaying the transfer of students 
to this a.rea until 
1~ Unlimited visiting hours are permitted; 
2. The nursing personnel is such as to appropriately 
o:rga.ni:te and supervise participation <,>£ mothers 
in selected hospital l:'outi.nes invqlV'ing child 
care~ and 
3~ A planned program of play i.s in operati<>n~ 
Recommendations 
On the basis of this study and the principles for 
establishing a pediatric unit set up ·by the American 
Academy of Pediatrics~ the writer reQommends that before 
the uti,l1zation of nxn Hospital for student expe1;i.ence in 
ch:l.ld care is attempted that: 
1,., The hospi, tal have on its nursing staff 
at least one nurse with post gr.aduate 
preparation and experience in the ca:r:e 
of children for the administration of 
the pediatric unit and the supervision 
of the nursing servi.ee.therein. 
2 ~ An inse'tvic,e education pl!'ograxn in modern 
concepts of pediatric nursing be provided 
for all pet"sonnel giving care to children .• 
3<! Consideration be given to the provision 
of a planned recreational program for 
patients which tni$ht include: 
4,. 
a~. Additional wail decol:'a.tions 
b. Music in the form of tape recordings 
or phonographic records 
c.~ A movable toy cart for the storage 
of play materials between periods of 
use 
d. The use of volunteer workers in the 
play program. 
Unrestricted visiting be allowed for all 
parents of patients on the pediatric unit~ 
46 
!: . 
5. Provision be made for a conference ro~m 
equipped with blBrck board and chairs 
i 
which could serve as a consultation reo.m 
fer doctors ·and parents, inservice edu ... 
'i 
cation program for personnel, and fQr 
ward conferences for student nurses~ 
.6. A study be done f;::O detemine: 
a. The resourcefi! available in the .aom'"' 
rrunity for instruction in child 
care. 
b. I£ class roo~ space is available in 
the educational unit for teaching 
pediatric nu~sing throughout the 
year~ 
e. The additiona4. library books and 
periodicals that would be required 
in the instruction in child care, 
7. A job description be developed for a 
clinical instructor in pediatric nursing 
who would be employed at least three 
months prior to the date of the first 
class. 
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APPENDIX A 
II 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF NURSING 
NU;.,-324 
A Gt1IDE FOR EVALUATION CHILD CARE FACILITIES 
Prepall"ed by 
The Class of 1951 -·- Advanc~d Study ef Pediatric Nursiug 
! 
i 
GUIDE FOR EVALUATlON OF PHYSICAL 
SETUP AND EQUl~NT OF PEDIATRIC 
UNIT AND NURSERY 
i 
Exc. Good Fair Sat~ Poor 
I. Location of the Unit . 
II. 
A.. Adequate floor space 
B. Possibility for ~-­
pa.nsion without 
structural changes? 
C. Maximum quiet'l . 
D, GoQd exposure .for sun ... 
light? ' 
E ~ Good exposure for 
fresh air? 
Ade~acy of StructuraJ Sa ety : 
c .. 
Resistance of mater-
ials.to fire; 
1 .. Walls 
2~ Floors 
3.. Furniture , 
4. Curtains or drapes 
Audible fire alarm 
other than tel~­
phone? 
Exits 
1. Provide for hori ... 
zontal exit :of 
pts1 : 
2. Exits well marl<:ed 
a) Lighted and 
marked for di-
rectional signs 
to street or 
nearest area of 
safety! 
: 
II 
,.<!-' .' • ' 
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Exc~ Good Fair Sat. Poor 
3. Exits free from 
obstruction'!' 
4. Fire doors to wall 
of section of the 
ward as a smoke 
barrier? 
-;--~--
5. Adequate extinguish• 
ing equipment 
a) Regulations for 
fire control 
clearly visible? 
Directions for 
· operation of 
equipment in 
sight! 
b) Separate ex ... 
tinguishers for 
oil and,rease 
fires whJ.ch may 
originate in 
kitchen? 
I!lo General Appearance of Unit 
With: Size and Space and 
!~!Ement a Measure or 
E·· ic!ency 
A. Rooms and cubicles 
1~ Is the furniture 
adequate and 
suitable'l' 
Beds, bedside 
tables, chair, 
curtains? 
2 .. Are there call bells 
or signals? 
3. Are the tables 
equipped for each 
pt? 
Basins, bedpan, kid-
ney basin, brush, 
coinb, tooth-bwsh, 
soap-dish and soap, 
towels and wash- ~ 
cloth1 
II 
: .· "i! 
' 
Fediatric Nursing 
n~ 
E .. 
Treatment Room 
1 ~ Is it centrally 
located? ! 
2 •. Is emergency eiquip"" 
ment available? 
Suc:tion)l oxygen, 
stimulants~. • 
3, Is equipment avail• 
able for va~ious 
tyPes of cases 
for exam~nation, 
treatments, 
drea:d.ngs, e.tc.? 
Ol:oscope~ OP;thal .. 
me scope~· sp~yg­
monanometer; lv ~ 
and clysis sets, 
L •. P.~ sets~ syr ... 
inges, needlea;, 
sterile goods.· 
4~ Is the futn!tulte 
suitable an~ 
a.deq1.1.ate'l ~ables~ 
stools~ gl"avity 
poles~ l:Lghts~ 
Sw Is there a central 
supply set:Vice'l 
Kitchen 
lo Are the sink space 
and sterili~ers 
adequate for 
proper care ~f 
the dishes. : 
Diet Kitchen · · 
This is taken Ul_l in 
the section With 
the Formula ~oom. 
Medicine Cabinet$ 
1; What is the ldca ... 
tion'l : 
2., ls the cabinet 
well-lighte<l? 
3. Are the. narcoti.cs 
locked s.epa..., 
r~tely? 
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4-t Are the supplies 
adequate? Hypo 
tray~ medicine 
trays, and 
glasses. 
F.. Service Rooms 
1. Utility ~ooms; 
a) What is the. 
location? 
b) Is the e~ipment 
adequate? 
Sterilizer, 
gas ste>ve, 
scales, .enema 
sets, stock 
supplies, linen 
hamper• 
c) Is the:re ade• 
quate space for 
supplies? 
Toilet paper~ 
kleenex, throat 
sticks, soap, 
etc .• 
2. Maid • s closet 
a) Is there a win~ 
b) Is the equipment 
adequate? 
3 .. Linen closet · 
a) ls the linen 
.
supp 1. y a,,de-
quate? · 
4, Conference raom 
a) Is this equipped 
to facllitate 
teaching~? 
5. Admission room 
6. Waiting room : 
7, Tub room 
G. Nurses1 Station 
· 1 .. Does the location 
facilitate work 
and does it give a 
view of the ward? 
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2.; Is the desk space 
adequate? 
Read Nurse 
Student Nurse 
Secretary 
3. Is the bulletin 
board space 
adequate1 
T.ime slips 
Assignments 
Teaching mater• 
ials 
H. Infants Unit 
1 ~ Are the provisi-ons 
for the ea:re of 
infants adequate 
and suitable? · 
I, Is there adequate &ink 
space throughout the 
uni.t? Is there a 
bedpan ste:rili:z;er? 
IV~ Lavatory Facilities 
A. Patients 
1. Scaled to size? 
toilet bowls? 
wash bowls'l 
mirrors? 
2. Flush system of 
to. ilet adequate 
for promoting 
good health 
habits? 
3 ~ Bath-tub pedestal? 
4~ Faucets _,.. Hot water 
punch type? Out 
of reach of child 
in tub'l' 
B. Nurses lavatory 
sepat;ate'l · 
sa 
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v. San:f. ta.tion 
A~ Closed p lumbiltg 
B~ Public Utilities 
1.. Wa.tex supply 
2~ Sewerage 
c .. Heat 
1. Radiato11s and heat'"'· 
ing pipes covered 
or l:'ecessed fol:' 
. safety? . .. . . . 
D. Lighting .... ,... artificial 
1,. Non ... glaring'l. Pro.., 
vtston fo:t 
em .. e. rgenc. y lightt 
a) Indirect? bj· Corridor? 
c DQnle'l 
d · Wall· ... brackets? 
e Nisdlt lights'? 
f) Allowance for 
· reading in bed? 
· E.~ Disposal of waste 
l., lncineratoz:?· 
2 ~ Waste baskets~ 
F. Ventilation 
1. No draft 
2~ Windows barred or 
screened 
3. Provisions fot' re• 
lllOvat of odors 
frOill ward 
VI.. Storage Space 
Lockers f'ox- pati.ents' cloth• 
tng and toys 
VII.. Provision f.or . admission of 
Premat:ures ' 
TransFer of infants from· 
outside the hospital 
Transfer of infants from 
the obstetrical ward 
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VIli~ General Eg':!ipmen,t 
Stretchers ...... Provision 
for safety ~ 
Wheel- chair 
Rocking chair 
Launch:jr hampers 
x ... ray -view box. 
Paper towel racks 
Radio 
Television 
Record Player 
COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS~ : 
1 .• 
2 ... 
3P: 
4 •. 
5 .. 
6. 
7 .. 
8. 
9 •. 
10. 
11. 
12~ 
Good po:bats """" above avel:age: 
Beds, fu-rniture, curtains and drapes in oololi ...... 
pastels px-efe~able ~ i _ 
Bed curtait:l$ which pull w1 thout noise. 
Flush hoppers _ : _ 
Adjustable over-the .. bed 'tables with a moveable 
seeti® in_ t:he tQP backed with a mirror.. This 
can be used for a play table, to prop a book~ 
or as a dressing tablat 
Sides on ohildrens 1· stretohe~s. 
Dish washer ~d sterili~er combination.., 
Stainless steel for sinkls ... kitchen cabinetsiJ tr-ay 
carts and txays" ·! · _ --
Tray_s _e_quipped so they ce1n be stood up over th4a 
patient in bed. i 
Clothes chute.. : 
Autoclave in each wa~d utility ;a:oom .. 
Adj usta.ble wall lamps.. · 
Suction in each unit. 
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13. Oxygen piped into each unit. 
14. Desk fo~ the dietitian in the waxd kitchen, 
Cct1MENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS; 
WAYS OF EVALUATING PlAY AND RECREATION 
FOR A PE:OIA'I'lUC UNIT 
I. Objectives 
61 
Does it seek to! 
A. Meet th~ childls play needs within the hospital'? 
B. Establish the importance of basing the play 
program upon the child•s.emotional needs 
rather than merely upon his physi.aal and 
social needs'2 
C.. Make the play: progratn flexible to permit the 
children to benefit from whenever they are 
free to do so?' · 
D. Recognize the play proga:am as an essential 
p~rt of the student nurse's total pediatric: 
experience? 
II. Personnel 
Does .it have~ 
A. An adequate nursing staff for the patient load 
duritl8 the play hour? • 
B. A di7:e<:tor of the play p:togram who is prepared 
and qualified in child guidance and in play 
· technic? · 
It!. Plan:oom 
A~ ts the playroom well .located? .Apart from 
the Pediatric wa~d? 
B~. Does it allow fo:t" free bodily movement? 
c. Is there good ventilation! heating! lighting? 
D. Are the wall deco~at:L.ons and colot' simple, 
spft: and gay? . · 
E. What pr.ovisions are made fox- outdoor play and 
J:"eoreation? 
Eguipment Facilities 
A. .Are there varieties of play materials and 
bo.oks:·for the different. age group and 
conditions!' 
1. Fo~ bed patients1 
2. FQ~ ambulatoey patients? 
Are the tables, chairs, et cetera suited to B. 
62 
the c.hild.rens 1 height? . · 
D.oes each child have a place to keep his toys 1 
books et: cetera? 
D !/ Are toys £.tee from .sha. rp edges and poisonous 
paints and kept in repair? 
ls music provided? 
COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.; 
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EVALUAT'ION OF A DIE'l' KITCHEN 
SITUATED IN A PEDIATRIC UNIT 
INTRODUCTION 
63 
In evaluating a diet kitchen. situated in a pediatric 
unit, it is felt that the .foll<ndng four objectives should 
be kept in mind~ They are~ 
l~~ To pX'ovide nutritious feedi:nga fo~ the ehil9-ren 
in the most palatable formt · 
2~ To ensure provision for individual differences 
in likes and size of ae:tvings .. 
3. To ensut"e aceurae:y tn the aexving of therapeutic 
diets~. · 
· 4.. To p:eo~de for mui.tn.um efficiency in serving~· 
It is upon these objectives~ tha.t the following form for 
evaluation is based~ · 
. CHECK LIS'£ 
Instructi.ons: The check list: is divided into two· main 
que.stionslt each tQ be rated Excellent, Fait: 
or Unsatisfacto:r:y~ Sub-questions in each 
section l!i4Y be answe-red Yes o'!Z No, and 
thel:'eby used as a basis for rating the 
central questions: 
I~· Are the physical. facil""' 
ities adequate! 
A. ls there a centrally 
located room pltwided 
ill the unit fo~ aerv"" 
ing of diets? Yes No 
Eltc. Fair Unsato 
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B~ Is the following. equip• 
ment provided! 
stove or hot plat.e 
dish. wa:r;nd.ng closet 
Refrigerator 
Cupboards 
Stet:il:tzer 
Sink Yes No 
c~ Whetbe:r food ·is pre~ 
pared in this room 
or sent fxoQm a main 
kitchen,. is .there ·a 
means of keeping 
the food hot · dut::i.ng 
serving? · Yes No 
II. Does the procedure. of . sen• 
ing diets meet . thE! ob ... jeetivest · 
A. Is there a definite 
system of .serving 
of £QQd under the 
supervision o.f a 
graduate nurse of 
atetitianT Yes No 
B~ Are the trays sexved 
on an individU$1. 
basis with con$ld~ 
eration of e•ch 
child*s age and 
appetite? Yes No 
C, Is the menu provided 
entirely suitable 
for children'l Yes No 
D. Is· sufficient food 
and beverage left 
in the kitchen for 
optional between 
meal nourishment? Yes No 
E., Are the so.iled. dishes 
adequately washed 
and sterilized? Yes No 
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I.Il. Does the proe.edure meet 
the objectives? _ 
A. Are the bottles and 
equipment washed 
tlioroughly i'tl the 
dirty area? . tes No 
B« ts there a definite 
procedure for 
preparation-using 
clean technie ana 
terminalhea.ting . 
which is acceptable 
to standard rec~--
mendations? Yes No 
c. ls adequate·refrigel:• 
ation of prepared . 
fonnulae maintained 
in separate re ... 
frigerator1 · Yes No 
D. Are . sanituy tnethQd& 
of t~anspo~tation 
.Qf fonn:tllae em .... 
:ployed1 Yes No 
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EVALUATION OJ! A FORMULA ROOM 
lN'XROllUOTION 
In evaluation Qf any type, objectives must first be 
determined. In case of any formula room for preparation of 
infant feedin.gs, it is felt that there are two main objec-
tives to be st:l:ived for~ They ue namely: 
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1 ~ To ensure the .safety of the infant~ in rega:td 
to both accuracy of feedi.ngs and prevention 
of infeet:ton~ 
2. to provide fot' ~ efficiency in prepara ... 
titln. . · 
The following form for eval:~tion i$ prepared. on the basis 
of these· obj eoti,ves1 . 
CHECK LtST 
Instt:Uetions: 'lhe check list is divided into th'l:'ee main 
sect!ons:t each headed. by a central q,u.estiono 
The xnain. questicns are tQ be rated Excellent, 
Fai-r QX' Un~atisfactory 1' Sub-questions in 
eaoh sectton may be answered Yes o't' No, and 
thel:'epy use as a basis of ra.t.ing the central 
question a: 
I. ~ the physical facilities 
adequate? 
A. Is there . a separate room pt'o"" 
vided iu a clean area! Yes No 
Is the room divided into 
· -two sections~ With 
provisi.on for a clean 
and di:rty area, 
preferably having 
c. 
separate entrances1 Yes No 
Is the following equip""' 
ment_ . provided? 
Autoclave 
Wash sink 
Work t.able 
Sct11b eink 
Refrigerator 
Cupboards 
D-.· Is the eq:uipment ar~­
~anged ·for tnald.mutn 
e:ffic:ziet}eyf 
Yes No 
Yea No 
Exc. Fair .. Unsat. 
l?edi.atric Nursing 
El< 
F. 
ls the room well~ 
lighted 4nd ventilated?: 
Are floors~ walls ~d 
e.· quipment easily 
cleaned? 
II. Is the personnel adequate 
an<l qu.alifi.ed~ · 
B. 
D. 
F. 
Is there a well ... 
qualified graduate 
nurse or dietitian 
in charge with no 
o~er responstbil• 
:i.ties? 
Is thelte an adequate 
plt'csram of cl.inioal 
t:eachitJ.S for stu .... 
dent$ itt this at;ea? 
Do the personnel have 
perf.(i)dic physical 
exatns1 
Is there an adequate 
. s:a1rf=1:a1 
tf the persC~mnel a~e 
assigned elsewhere 
i& it in a clean 
ueat 
Do the per·sonnel wear 
olean gowns a1:1d 
headgear in. the 
form.iila room1 
Yes No 
Yea No 
Yes No 
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GU!DB FOR CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION OF NURSING. 
CARE ON A PEDIATRIC UNIT . . 
ls there .adequate staff to meet 
the chi_ldt s physica.l and 
emotional· n.eeditJ· 
1" Infants ...... 5 .. S botu:sl 24 
hour period~ · . 
2~ Cb:lldlien ... ~ 41>3 hbura/ 24 
hour . per:Lodji .. 
Is there evidence.Qf teamwork 
cunong the tneinber s cf the 
hospital staff? : 
l~ Members of the nursing 
staff 
2 .. Scb®l teacher 
.7l... Dietitian 
4~ OcC'UPationa.l therapis:t 
5 .. Doctors 
6.. Social service worker 
1 ~ Physteal . therapist 
8,~ Play teaehet: . · . 
Is th~re. a sharing of infoma. ... 
tio.n between the nu:~:ses eon• 
eerntng a child 1 a likes~ . · 
d.islikes or any other par.• 
ticula.r findings concerning 
an 1ndividu.a1 child? . 
ll~ :Parent-Nurse·phild Relat:lons~:t:g 
A. Nl:u:'se""eht.ld relationship 
1. .Does the nurse call. the 
child by his first mune1 
2~ .. Xs her approach friendly 
and reassu~ing? 
3~. Does the nut'se ebow a 
aensitivene$S to the 
ch11d ,. s emot;tonal neeclst 
-
- -
-
- -
-
-
-
-
-
-
·."'! 
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ba·c. ~ Stoppi"Qg to talk to him HolCling him: 
Showing gent.11ne affee• 
tion~ understanding 
.and sympathy through 
her manner:~ facial 
expl!'essiott. and tone 
of voice .• 
4. Does the ·nut"se attemot to 
maintain the ah11d1 s 
forro.e1: activities (if 
he is physically able)! 
a) Allow him .. · to. dl:ess.,. 
wash and.eat by m.m,-. 
self if he has been 
accustomed to doing 
, .. such? 
s~ ta there any evidence of 
. health t..aa:ching? 
a) brushing teach . 
h) washing ll8nds before 
ea.ting 
6~ Does she demonatrate a 
knowledge of growth and 
development a.ud attempt 
to imprQve o~ inc'.ltease 
itt . 
a) The child's . play needs 
and prPpe.:t' $election 
ef toys? 
b) The child' s need for 
afiection?· 
e) The child" a need for 
companion,sbip - .. 
!.ntroduct~<m. t.& 
othe1:s on .the ward? 
d) Understanding of b:i.s 
respense to illness 
and separa,tion. from 
h!s paren~a with an 
attempt to alleviate 
his fears throop 
simple ~lanatl.Oll1 
i 
• 
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7 ;o Does the nurse show him 
·how to make his needs 
known1 
a) Uae of the ~all light 
or bell? · 
8. Does the nu~se encoura2e 
the child" s leami:ng? 
a.~·.· An.· sw. . e.ri.ng .. b.· ..is qu.··.·· est:t:.ons b ltelpina hbn when neetied 
c. Partio[pa.ttng in bis · 
play When ·abe is 
wanted 
d) Cattying Oil the C$1\Vel,:'"" 
sation at the child's 
level 
e) Helping him. to de.velop 
a socially ac~~:ted 
'beM:vior ae®l:dtll$ 
t.o his ase . '''.!< 
f) Helping him to enter 
group· . aetivity 
· 9 ~ :ts one l.'lU'r$e assigil.ed t:o 
ce:re fo~ the child ovet: 
u long. a pet'ioci Qf time 
a$ p(JS·S:l.ble. ~· help 91:0"" 
mote se.eur.ity atul reiluce 
the numbe-r of adjustlllents 
to lt!B.ke7 . 
10. !s there evidence of con• 
titJ:Ui.!Ja the child • s · 
sociological needs? 
a) Croup leaetelts 
b) Relizimus leaders 
11,; Does the. nurse help create 
ud gUide the chitd•a 
e'tea;tive tnter;est:s? L,e., 
hebbies~. , 
Paxent ... nurse relatiQnship 
1~ On. adnd.ssion ot soon after, 
is specific tnf~tion · 
gained f:rom the parents 
con~erning the child's 
a) ll$-bits and a.etiv:i.tiea ...... 
eatins, dressing alone 
< 
,• 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
·' 
-
-
-
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Itt... Visiting Hours 
I 
A., Wh.at are the vi.s:tting hours 
B... Are there flexible l;Ules and 
Jt"egulations 
71 
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D. 
1-.. Parents al1owe4 to hold 
children1 ' · 
2. Patents ·allowed to feed 
ohi1<k'en1 1 
3 .• Parents allowed to ba.the 
cld.ldren'l . · ·· · 
Is there a.pportun:ilty for 
.. parent teach~? · 
Is it utili~ed'l 
1,. Demonstra:.tion to parents 
and practice by the 
parents of $necta1 
p1:oeedu~ea tbe child 
ina.y have at Qome.? 
2~ Insulin: feedi-ng child 
with el~ft ltp; care 
of cq1ost:omy? 
3'~' Explanation of :equiptnent 
needei at hQl'l)e ~w 'WbE!t>e 
to get it adaptatio.n tQ 
bom.e eat'e ;> 1 
; I. 
IV. Comfort and ltaJ!J?:iness : 
i 
A.. ts there· evidence lof the 
nu~se par~teipatting in 
tbe childfa act~vitie~;tl 
B~ Is the child occupied? 
c~· Do the rest+aints ;restliiot 
,the ch:tld1s aettvitiea 
too much'? · · 
t& the child ade~~tely 
.. and. app.ropriate~y clothed?· 
1. Proper siae . 1 
2,. Kept in ;:aix : 
3 ;t Whether · ·ulatory ·01: not 
:ta a specific t~ aet aside 
for a nap pertod.'l . 
ls the envi'l'On.lli.entr conduc:tve. 
tu rest (quiet, shades 
drawn~ tr~tments do~ 
. before nap time)'! 
Is th.e child cl~, clothes. 
and bed linen cbanged ~s 
needed? · 
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-
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HI>' Is there pt"Ovision for comfort ... 
. able pos1tion'l 
1~ adeqtiate support when 
sitting up . , 
2~ Qver bed o~ bed table 
when eating and 
1 * A.:~te p~!:~!~ons taken not to 
discusS' the c.h:Lld;s eo.ndi• 
tion within his hea.~ing 
diEJtance? 
D .. 
l:,s there adequate., and true 
explanation. of treatment 
to alleviate th¢ cbild1a 
feax-1 
Does the nurse comfort the 
child afte~ the procedure 
and pra!.se his beha.vior7 
Are the dressings. neat and 
fastened secux-ely? 
Does the nurse talk to and 
t'eassure the child during 
a procedure? : ·· 
~·,; Are :m.edications pt'epared in 
such away as to make it 
. more pleasant e~erienee? 
l~ Avoiding force 
21' Crushing tableta.:t£ 
eb:tld has difficulty 
in swallowing them? 
3,. Appl:i~atton of pr1noiples 
4~ Economy of eftn(a and 
materials 
5, Use of teachi11g oppor• 
tunittes 
6.. Wor.k.manship as measure by 
a) comfort 
b) appearance 
c) adaptation 
d) qompleteness 
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¥es No 
- ·-
- ~ 
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
-· -
- --
- --
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VI. Safety Factors 
. ; . 
A~ Is there adequate •esttaint 
during tr~tm.ents to prevent 
injuey, 
B. Are the crib sides kept up! 
c~ Are the medi,cationsf equipment~ 
pins close.d and kept. out of 
the child's reach? 
D, Is care and discretion used 
in taking temperatures? 
E ~ Are glas .. s irrigat1,ng tips . and 
medicine droppe~s~ glass 
drinkillg tubes rubber 
tipped'l (paper straws are 
better) 
VII.~ NUtrition 
A'll Is there provision for indi"~'· 
vidual diets to consider 
the likes and dislikes? · 
B.~.- Is the. diet presented in a 
TNa.y conducive to good eat ... 
~habits? · · 
1"' Allowed to take his time? 
2. Are foods fot"eed upon him? 
c ~ Does the nurse hold a small 
. ebild. tmile feedilJS him.'? 
D. Is there provision for dini.ng 
room style for convalescent 
children? 
E.. ts there explanati.on o·f and 
encoux:agement . to the chil.d 
on a special diet? . 
F. ts there ca~eful planning of 
a lindted fluid intake to 
meet the child's needs and 
demands? i. _, e. spt;ea,d out 
over a pe'riod o£ time~. 
VIII.. Discharge 
Ao: Is there evidence t:ha t the 
parents and patient have bad 
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advanced preparation for 
disc.ha:rge'l : 1~. Supervision of !parents 
careying out . spe~ial 
treatmenta'l ! 
a) Fe.ecling of ~hild ~eh 
cleft lip' 
b) Cal)'e. Qf_, a . c<;>losto_ .._:m»· . . 
c) Administration o£ ~nsulin 
Z,lf final ebe.ck oni special equip• 
ment needed at. home~ 
B t lias_.· the teae_ hing been_ do_ ne_ in 
a way_. adaptable, to the home 
situation! . · c.~ Has the teaching been a c:ontin ... 
uous p~ocesa f1:am the titne of 
admission'Z . : 
:0¥. Is there evidence. that the 
child bas been ~efer~¢d to 
tbe VNA or othe~ agencies 
if neeess~ and have the 
pe:rents been notified of 
the referxalt· : 
E.,. Have t:he ooeto~fs' or~s bean 
interpreted to. the parent*s 
understanding! 
U., Ohssnation and Notations 
A~ ts there any evi~'nCe that 
o'bse:rvation$ ax:e made of 
the chi.ld' s behavicr 
pattexnsf : · 
B. Axe these observartions 
written in detail in tbe 
nurses not¢s? .. 
c ~- Xs there an.y evidenQ.e of 
the utilization of thea~ 
obsenattqns?· i 
' . ! "~:r ·:~·-
, 
"·:'fl·' :,"· . I~ 
.• it..;_j$:. :~~~.· 
7'J 
Yes No 
-
-
-
-
- -
-
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GUIDE FOR . ~VALUATION OF REFERRAL SYSTEM 
AND WELL C~ILD CON.FEtmNCE 
Yes No 
I~ Does the hospital prQv!de en eduea"'" 
tional program. fo:t nursi;ng pe't'~ 
sonnel that foste~s good wq.rking 
rela.tionahips wi.th cPnmunity 
agencies through an understanding 
of the agency's cont~ibution to 
child care? Does thia progt'am. 
includet · 
A~ tn-.service progr~ ·of staff 
education : 
B. Stu®nt instruetton in 
functions of cOm.lnUtlity 
agencies : 
C. Student observati,on in 
Out•Patient Clinics (indicate in ~a .. :) 
D" Student expe1;ience :tn 
out..,.l?atient Clinics 
(indicate no~ ~f wks) 
E. Student elq)erienp.e in com.,. 
mun.ity ageneie~ (indicate 
. qpG and durat~) 
F .9 Student obse~tion in com ... 
munity agencie$ (indicate 
type and durat:ton) 
G.. Educational p~og:ra.m is ®n"'f 
ducted by; : 
1". Nursing inst~tor with 
Publ:tc Health Back.-
ground , 2~ Public Health NU~se from 
the eonnnun:i.ty 
3 ~ bpl:esentati4u'e from the 
eOnmtun.ity ~seney 
H~ Planned inte.ragenoy confer-
e. ne. e. to.· allow ~cbang.e of information between b.Qs ... 
pitals and age)icd.es~ 
, 
-
-~ 
-
-
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Does the t<eferral system· en.cour.age 
integration of hospi,tala and 
home eare~ promote optimum. use 
of comrnuni.ty resources and con--
tribute to the education of the 
nurse? · 
A, ts the hospital 1;efe't'ral plan 
initiated through the; 1,._ Doctot' · · 
2"' Head Nurse 
3. ·student nurse 
4~ SQcial Wotke1: 
5 ·"· Gr®p diseu$si<:>n of 
medical. and nursing 
pet: sonnel. · 
6 ~- Otbers (specify) 
B~- Is the following in.forsnation 
included~ 
l. Pati®t1 s atti.tudes. and 
needs 
2.. l?a.tient •. s acceptance of 
· hospital care . 
3 /!. Type of care 1:eceived 
4~ Iilstruction given th¢< 
pt ~~ . or hi,s fatnil:y· :re-.. 
garding . hi$ cqndltion,; 
S ,} Genera.l l:ieal th and care 
at; hQllle 
6 ~- Points which may be. help• 
fu.l to tbe·home· llllttse· 
~ega~ding ~ew drugs and 
unusual txeatment · 
7 ~- Medical O't'det's {liv~ by 
the doctor · 
8., SQc!al infornuittie.m known 
to the nu~a.e Ol:' medical. 
aoeial worker 
9 •. Patientl s eorre.et name and 
address 
l.O!: Spa.Qe provided foX' eomment 
· by other wo.rket:s 
c!<. ls there tnfor:mat!on about the 
agen~y readily av-.11able to 
tl:ie person initiating the 
·refen-a.l such a$: 
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ljO Typ. e of s. ervice :ren .. ·dere.d by. 
the ag_ency (ox- ·ltndividual 
doctor) . i 
2. Name and add~e$.s of the 
·. as~ncy . . i 
3. Telephone numbezo of the 
ag~c.y , 
4. Name. of the pelts on t·o cc;m, ... 
. tact in the. asenoy 
5. Elig:Lbility·reqtiirements 
l.a ir..formation given tQ the 
family about this agency 
such as; ; ·· 
1. Type of se:rvie~ given 
2. Address ~ 
3 .. Name of person ithey should 
c;:ontact i 
4., Routines,. such :as date and 
time of appointment 
5. Personalized information 
that leads ta family . 
confidence in the use of 
this pa:rti.cu~ar agency 
~II.. Does this hospital or i.community 
.·· provide for the maintenance and 
continuity of all a~eets . of 
chi~d health tht:ou~. a well 
organized child health cliu:l.c 
or·eongerence1 : 
A .. · Is . there adequate jpe1:sonne. l to 
. ca~e fol:' tlie fan)1ly and 
child • s needs such as1 
1~ Pediatrician ' 
2~ Public Health Nurse 
3. Nutritionist 
4., Dentist 
5~ Psychiatrist 
6.. Cle:tk 
7.. Volunteer wor:~s 
B.. Is the.re a. .. consul'¢. ation servic. e 
available when q.tinic pel:'son,.. 
nel is inadeqt!a.te to meet the 
needs of the f~ily or cbild1 
sueh as; ~ · · 
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-
-
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-
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D •. 
1.. Child Guidance Clinic or 
Psychiatric consultation 
service ( spec:tf_ y __ sources) 
2. Nuttitional co~sultation 
servic~ (specify source) 
3. Dental .. consultation service 
__ (specify sout'~e) 
Is the prcgram orga_ni_ zed_ to 
provide for continuous 
health supervisipn of in""' 
fant and child pJ.:':lmarllr 
through the education o-f 
parents in: 
L. Mother 1 s elasse,; 
2. Damonstl':ations 
3.. Group conferences 
4~ Individual conferences 
to interpret doctor's 
findings and recommends. ... 
tions 
.5. Follow ... up home visits f-or 
observation and further 
instruction 1 
6'( Pat:i.ents scheduled so that 
time is allowed for teach~ 
ing ' ; 
ls the clinic e~pped with 
facilities or ai4lis for 
parent teaching such a$; 
1. Class or demonstration 
room 
2. Blackboard for t~ehing 
purposes l _ _ 
3. DelllOnStration m$terial for 
preparation of-formula or 
nutrttion cla$.s · 
t~o. A'udi -visual aid • e~:lpment 
5. Table or rack for 11te~~ 
ature on chil4 eare 
6. Educational post;ers 
!.V. Doe.··s the program prcv.:lde for the 
needs of the group t~ be served 
tbr,ough. the provisio~ of adequate 
fa.cil!ties and activ~ties to meet 
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Yes No 
- -
- -
--
-
-
-
-
- -
-
-
-
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c. 
the objectives of a ,well,~planned 
Child Health Confe~cnce? 
Is the waiting rOQm" clean, 
spacious and eg_t+i!?ped with; 
1 ;o Comfortable chairs for 
adults and cQtld~en 
2~ AdGquate light t:lnd heat 
3~ Toilet and lavatory facil ... 
ities with soap, paper, 
towels and running 
1-1a te:r .. 
4\ Sanitary water fountain. 
5 ~ Covered containe~ foX' 
waste 
Is there some provision made 
for recreation with suit-
able !;)lay materials avail~ 
able to the ch:lldren while 
in the clinics? 
Is the histo~y roQ'm so ar ... 
r.anged as .. to p~~vide.p~ivaoy 
for the family ®d child and 
conducive .to individual eare1 
l.s the dressing.room so ~-, 
ranged as 'tQ. prQvide pl"i vaey 
for . tbe family o:r: child with 
eqUipment such 4s; 
1. HOOl(S and hang~rs for ,clothes 
2. Table or shelf .for per.sonal 
belongings . 
3 •. Clean ~s, halters or 
drapes for the individual 
to be exami~d~ 
4,. Hamper fo~ lin~ns 
5. Waste dispense't 
E. ls the e~ning ~oom equipped 
. to pl!'Ovide complete physical 
e:lta1lli.nations and to ea~ 
out. pre.· ,;venti.~e proced\lX'est 
1.. Desk for Doctor · 
2. Examining table 
3~ Adequate light 1 •. 
4,. Comfortable cb¥x-s 
5. Adequate supplfeS 
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6."' Mobile t:able ... trays with . 
examining equipment and 
itnnn.ini£ation materials 
1 ~ Space o:r .a,,:ea . for isola-
tion .of child with an 
infeation 
6~" :Eqt.11pment stertli~e~ 
9 ·~· Sheets (cloth or paper} 
. · . changed between pts ·" 
10. Safe teo~i~s in pro.-.. 
cedures such ast in-
jecbtons~ ea:~. eX.and.na~ 
tions ~ terope~atures, 
etc. · 
11i· ~ipment and .facilities 
£~;. 
a) lmm.uniz~ti<m 
b~ .. u.ri. na.l.ys:ts 
·C · Blood test 
d :x ... ray 
Is the history o"" ea~h child 
comple'f;e wi:th the ft>llow,.. 
~ types Qf infcrms.tion 
inel~<U. 
1. Sociological data as. it 
pertains.tq .the child 
and his fe.mil.y 
2. General health Qf bhe 
eh!l~ and ~a,mily 
3~ Mother's health din:ing 
. pregnandy ·· · 
4. Developmental factotrs 
(inclut.iing. · . physical 
and eJnOt.i.onal) 
5,., Types of childhotid 
·diseases 
6 *. Reco:td of ::bmm.u:d.e"~tion 
7 •. Notes. on ope~ations or 
accidents expexienced 
. by the child 
8. Recommendations for 
future care of the 
child: 
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H. 
I. 
Is the clinic personnel inter-
ested in participating in 
programs to insure the health 
and welfare of ~ community 
such as: 
1. Sanitary inspections in the 
community · 
2, Inspection of water and milk 
supplies . ; 
3~ Inspection of schools 
4~ Provision for community 
recreation -~ parks, 
playgrounds, .swimming 
•pools, · 
Is the health status of the 
personnel appraised through 
1. Perioditt x-rays 
2, Periodic physical examina ... 
tions · 
3t Evidence of emotional 
stability 
4Q General appearance 
Is a post-clinic ponference 
planned for the:personnel 
to: , 
1~ Discuss problems 
2. Aid in closer working 
relationship$ 
3~ Aid in setting future 
goals for health super-
vision of the child and 
family 
COMMENTS AND· RECOMMENDATIONS: 
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APPENDIX B 
•• 
BASIC PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING HOSPITAL CARE OF CHILDREN 
The Committee on Hospitals and Dispensaries of the 
American Academy of Pediatrics was given a generous grant 
of financial assistance by the Pet Milk Company, St •. Louis, 
Missouri, which enabled the committee *'to distill out, 
insofar as possible, what appears to be the basic prin-
ciples underlying hospital care for children during this 
era of rapid change in the nature of pediatric care.," 1 The 
following principles are quoted from the report of this 
committee~ 2 
tttf a hospital accepts children as patients~ 
facilities separate from adult patients·shouldbe 
made available. 
It is desirable that children up to 12 or 16 years 
of age ..... at least ...... be cared for in the pediatric 
unit under the pediatric seJ:Vice •. 
In general, the grouping of the patients in a 
children' s unit by age is preferable to grouping 
by diagnosis.~ · 
one of the most important over-all principles of 
hospital construction is flexibility... The 
1American Academy of Pediatricst Comnittee on 
Hospitals and DispE?nsaries, "The Calte of Children in 
Hospitals~" Pediatl"ies 14: 401~ Octobe~, 1954. 
2 . . .. Ibid~~~ PP~ 401 ... 419~ 
-
everchanging concept of child care calls for con 
stantly altered physical arrangements. 
It is desirable that the hospital furnish an en• 
vironment which is as adaptable as possible to 
the needs of the child for safety and feeling of 
security~ 
Deviation from standard (or adult) sized furnish-
ing and equipment ·should be avoi.ded except where 
necessary to meet the needs of the child. 
The nurses' station should be situated preferably 
within the unit to save as many steps as possible 
and be so placed that easy access is possible to 
the rooms with the sickest children and infantso 
Patients admitted for 24~hour stay should not be 
placed in rooms with other hospitalized children~ 
When several children are admitted for a short 
period ·- such as for tonsillectomies or minor 
surgical procedures for overnight stay, they may 
be placed in a multiple bed room, 
Oxygen outlets in patients' rooms ·- in spite of 
additional expense in construction ...... are an 
obvious advantage. 
Mechanical suction should be readily available 
through out the pediatric unit. 
Parent teaching is a very important function 
of the professional staff engaged in the care of 
children, and space should be provided for it. 
An admi.tting and consultation room should be pro ... 
vided, that can also, serve as an office for 
resident or staff physicians. 
A separate room should be set up for examinations 
and treatment. 
~ 
The treatment room should be located as far away 
as possible from patients1 rooms. 
Visitors' room, consulta_tion and treatment rooms 
are usually grouped as a unit for conveni.ence in 
the admission and discharge of patients and for 
patient-physician conferences. 
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Arrangements for handling the food•service must be 
provided by means of central tray service or floor 
pantries .. 
A utility room centrally located should be provided 
for each nursing unit~ 
If the climate is favorable an open porch or ter"!' 
race should be provided where beds can be Wheeled 
out. 
The scope of the service to be undertaken by the 
hospital must be determined in the light of the 
needs of the community. 
It is now generally believed that it is most desir~ 
able to provide care for the child in his own home 
whenever it is possible. 
Any hospital which has an organized pediatric 
service must give serious consideration to making 
its ancillary and professional services available 
to ambulatory patients~ 
It is desirable that the pla:n of treatment during 
convalescence have continuity with the therapy 
given the patient. in the acute phase of his illness. 
The responsibility for arranging for suitable 
convalescent care or facilities devolves in a 
measure upon the hospital accepting a child for 
treatment at the acute stage of an illness. 
The atmosphere of the pediatric unit should be 
as homelike as possible """" relaxed, friendly, 
and informal. ·· 
It is ~ecognized that infants and younger children 
need their mothers and that separation is not 
desirable when this can be prevented. 
Mothers can be of help to the hospital and a benefit 
to the child by assisting in the care of their 
children in the hospital; and when the presence 
of the mother is good for the child, her assistance 
should be encouraged. 
Participation by mothers in the hospital routine, 
however, should not be attempted unless it can be 
appropriately organized and supervised. 
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The most effective functioning staff for a pediat'l"ic 
service is organized with a permanent physician-in .. 
chief to provide continuity in policy and operation 
of the sexvice. · . 
Leadership and supervision of the pediatric service 
should always be vested in a qualified pediatrician 
when one .is available. 
The nursing service in the pediatric unit should be 
directed and supervised by a nurse who has had 
spec:lal pediatric nursing training and experience 
in the care of children., When such a nurse is not 
available t.o a hospital, the hospital should afford 
an opportunity .for the nurse selected to have charge 
of the childrenPs unit to secure additional spec;i.al 
training 
lt is important that every nurse serving children,. 
i·n addi.tiort to her knowledge of disease in children,. 
should comprehend their normal growth and develop- · 
ment and should understand the emotional impace of 
hospi.tal:Lzation upon. the child and his parents. 
Every hospital regardless of size, should have 
on i.ts nursing staff at least Qne nurse with 
preparation and experience in the care of children, 
who can be responsible for the instruction of 
other nurses, workers, and mothers who may care 
for children or infants in the hospital. 
Nurses who are to accept responsibility for 
supervision or direction of hospital services and 
for training other nurses or auxilary nursing 
personnel should have formal training and experi-
ence in the principles of administration and 
clinical teaching, 
There should be adequate graduate nurse coverage . 
in the pediatric service at all times with super-
vision by nurses trained not only in pediatrics 
but in the clinical specialties represented in 
the service~ 
All who care for children should be aware of the 
special needs of children and the forms of behavior 
to be expected at different age levels. 
.!11.': 
! It is most important ito the child, to be as much 
as possible under th~ care of the same nurse. 
! 
The hospital should provide for the supervision 
of diets under a qualified di.etician and prefer-
ably one who has l:iaditraining in understanding 
children" 1 
If a child must remain in a hospital for a 
prolonged period andihis illness is such that 
school work·is possible, adequate educational 
opportunity should be provided in the hospital. 
Occupational therapy should be provided by 
trained personnel for those children whose 
illness requires it .. 
' Recreational services on a less formal and 
specific basis r than: ocoupati.onal therapy J 
should be provided f9X' all children who must 
remain hospitalized for more than a few days~ 
The use of reliable. volunteer help as well as 
parents is especially suitable [for informal 
recreational service] and should be encouraged 
by the hospital. / 
I 
Every pediatric unit: sbould have recreational 
space for children tp enjoy group play and to 
have their meals at tables with other children 
when they can be up and about~ 
In many hospitals aukillary nursing personnel 
may supplement the professional nursing staff 
in furnishing the services nt;eded by children. 
It is necessa;y that! the hospital provide them 
with special training for the duties they are 
to perform under the: supervision ef the nurse 
in charge. 
All personnel working with children in the 
hospital should rec~ive special orientation and 
training to unde1;s~nd children -- their growth, 
their development, ind their behavior~ · 
In-service training land orientation of all 
personnel working w~th children or having con-
tact with children should be provided in every 
hospital~ ' 
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There is need for graduate nurses to have con ... 
tinued opportunity for additional training and·· 
expe~ience in the care of children. , 
Even the smallest hospital with a pediatric 
unit can af.ford, at the very least, a program 
of in ... ser"Vice tt:'aining in pediatric care. 
A pediatric service to function practicalll 
should include a minimum of 12 to 15 beds. • 
The Commonwealth of_ Massachusetts 
REQUIREMENTS AND ',RECOMMENDATIONS FOR APPROVED 
SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
Issued by Approving Authority for Schools of 
Nursing and Schools of Practical Nursing 
. January 1. 1956 · 
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There is no reference to pediatric nursing in this publica~ 
tion exceptt 
,._rhese Requirements and Recommendations supersede 
any Rules or Regulations previously promulgated 
for Approved Sehoe>ls of Nursing by the Approving 
Autho:d.ty for Schools of Nursing and Schools of 
Practical Nursing ,.._ except the Minimum Curriculum 
and Syllabus for Schools of Nursing issued on 
May 15, 1944, and the Requirements governing 
Clinical Practice issued Qn July 26, 1944. '' · 
Requirements ...... Massachusetts Approving Authority 
for Schools of Nursing. July 26, 1944 
* Pediatric Nursing 
Daily average for infants and childl:'en·under 
12 years of age is 10 exclusive of diseased 
condition of tonsils and adenoids 
Total time required is .•• , ........ ~ •..• 4 .12 weeks 
Minimum pediatric nursing 
Segregated non communicable service and 
Ratio of medical. to surgical cases 
at least l; 2 , • , ... ~' ., .. ·~· .. .,... • • • • • . . . • 8 weeks 
" 90 
Remaining four weeks may be spent 
in the following manner 
Communicable Disease Nursing 
Se~~ated children's ward 
Daily average of no more than 
10 patients ..... ,. •.• :o .... ;; • " •• ~·. • • • • • 4 weeks 
orthopedic Nursing 
Inf~nts. or no m.ore than · 
children ••. ~ • * ~ • • .. .. • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 weeks 
Handicapped Child no more than 
Service .......... ·• " ...... ~ .. • ~ ~ ... .; ..... ~ + • 4 weeks 
Nursery School • • , ~~ .. ~~~~C: • ~~~ 2 or 3 weeks 
Out Patient Department 
(Infants and Children$· 
and well baby no more than 
conferences) ~ ••• w • " .~ !! ••••• • • • • • 2 weeks 
** . . The Formula room experience should be limited to actual 
* 
learning situations. A Minimum of 16 hours is eon• 
sidered adequate for the average student. 
The utilization of clinical experience may be expanded 
by the requirement of 36 hours of nursing service per 
week providing there is a· good teaching prograuh 
**See Canice, Sister M~, ••Technicians in the Formula 
Laboratoryl' NursinfhOUtlook. Vol. 7 NUmber 3 page 154, 
March 1959 fo~ fur er discussion of the formula room. 
CUrrent Thinking in Curriculum Content 
''The Professional Nurse who is to undertake the 
care of Children in a hoa,pital should have included 
in her educational back,ground not only the basic 
scientific and social training for nursing but also 
training and experience that will provide ber with 
an applicable knowledge of: 
•• 
The ~owth and develoim.ent of a child; 
r;otmal emotional deve opment; 
Typical re~ctions of children to disease; 
Appreciation of community facilities for the 
various areas of concern for children; 
The psychiatric~ economic, and social impact 
upon the famtly of serious illness in the 
child; · 
Special problems lit~etuiant on care of the 
new born infant; . 
Care of communicable disease,n 3 
"Pediatrie.Nursing.experienee of twelve weeks 
was con side. red ad. equate on a service of 25 
patients or more. u4 
3 American Academty of Pediatrics, ,22. ~. cit,. , p !> 418 i! 
4west, Margaret and H~wkins. Christy, Nu!Si!!g 
Schools at ~ Mid ... Centutt~ p., · 
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CLASSIFICATION OF ADMISSIONS BY DIAGNOSIS 
Accidents 
Ingestion of foreign substances 
Inmersion 
Gunshot wounds 
Hemophilia 
Purpura 
B.lood nyscrasi_l! 
Anemia 
. Congestive heart failure 
? Rheumatic fever 
Congenital heart 
Convulsions 
No other diagnosis g~ven 
Cystic Fibrosis 
Only one admi.asion with this diagnosis 
Diabetes 
Only one admission with thi a diagnosis 
Mastoiditis 
Otitis media 
Dental work 
Diarrhea 
Eat'~ Nose 1 Throat 
Tonsillitis 
Nasal polyps 
-93-
• 
Cyst on eyelid 
Injury to the eye 
Squint;: 
Irifected eyes and eyelide 
Appendectomy 
Acute abdomen 
Intus seep tion 
Infectious hepatitis 
Mesenteric adenitis 
Neurogenic colitis 
Circucision 
Hydrocele 
Cerebral palsy 
1 Concussion · 
Encephalitis 
Epilepsy 
i Gastro!--inteatinal 
' 
I 
i 
I 
I 
' 
I 
i 
I 
. I • 1 GenJ.ta. 
Jiernia 
Pyloric stenosis 
Penetration wound of 
abdomen 
Retal bleeding 
Ruptured spleen 
Volvulus 
Phimosis 
Undescended testicle 
I . . . 
Ne~ologi¢al 
Medical 
i 
Head injury 
Menigitis 
Tetany 
No other diagnosis given i ! 
. I 
I 
I Or~opedic 
i 
Concenital hips I Hammer toe 
Club feet : Trigger finger 
Fractures (femur> wrist, sk~ll, ankle> finger~) 
i 
Peditt tri;c: s .. t.ufi..t 
No other diagnos:J.s given 
• 
Asthma. 
Croup. 
Bronchitis 
l?lastie 8Urgery 
Lacerations 
No other diagnqsie given 
Cystitis 
HematuriB: 
Re~piratory 
Laryngo-tracheo-
bronehitis 
Penumonia 
PneUIIlonitis 
Skin 
·-
surgica~ 
Cellulitis of face 
and leg · 
Dermatitis 
Urological 
Pyelitis 
Stricture of u:rethra 
Boarders 
95 
Newborns who were bo1:11 outside the hospital and hospital-
ized soon after delivery or babies transfeued from 
obstetrical department following discharge of mothel!,. 
